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Our Founder

Mr. Sudhir Madhavji Lall
Chairman

Universal Education was founded by the
guiding spirit of our patriarch, Shri Sudhir
MadhavjiLall, who laid the foundations of UE
in 1968 and built it from scratch into one of
Mumbai’s largest and most reputed private
educational institutions. He was a visionary of
great ideals, but retained a lifestyle of
simplicity. He conducted himself with total
dignity and impartiality. His values, vision
and goals were simple, to lead by love, by
trust, and by example. During his professional
career, Shri Lall championed many causes,
but none so ﬁercely as educational reforms.
Unfortunately, he left for heavenly abode on
the 1st Sept, 2002. His son, the Chairman of
the institute, Shri Jesus Lall has, since then
strengthened UE, transformed it and ensured
its growth in keeping with his father’s dreams.
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Message from the Chairman
You are entering the next phase of your
academic life. These years will prove to be a
turning point of your career. Your efforts
during the coming years will help you set a
strong foundation for your future. We, at
Universal Education, are determined to
empower you to stay focused in your efforts to
achieve your best.
In addition to excellence in academics in the
classroom, we are looking at providing you
with hands-on experiences that will help you
to consolidate learning. We have put together
a package based on the stream and the class
you are pursuing.
Our intention is to make our students
competent human beings and not merely
degree holders. Sports, dance, music and art
and activities in social responsibility should
become an integral part of your daily lives.
We believe that participating in various
competitions and thus practising for the same
will keep your interest alive and keep you
agile mentally and physically.
We would like to take this opportunity to
invite everyone individually, and in groups to
approach your Principal for planning these
activities and begin early practice sessions.
Our team will be ready to offer you the
required support wherever necessary. We are
happy to engage special coaches / trainers for
you, should we see serious amount of
dedication and interest in your endeavours.
Wishing you every success.
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About the College
Lords Universal Junior College of Commerce and Science located in Goregaon west is an integral
part of Universal Education. Junior College represents the ﬁrst building blocks of educational life
outside of school. Whether Commerce or Science, Junior College ensures that you receive the
appropriate education to move up the educational scale. The two years spent in Junior College will
help you adapt to a changed educational environment and aid you in your pursuit of greater
knowledge. In terms of speciﬁcs, selecting Commerce or Science will allow you to specialize in a
particular stream during your graduation years.

Junior College is recognised by the Department of School Education, Government of Maharashtra
and Higher Secondary School Certiﬁcate Board to conduct classes of F.Y.J.C and S.Y.J.C. along
with the bifocal course in Computer Science and Electronics which is recognised by Maharashtra
State Board of Technical Education. The college website is one of the main channels of
communication of the college. It contains necessary information about academic areas as well as
facilities, services, notices and contact details.

To unearth and unlock potentials of students and equip them with advanced skills and technology,
thereby creating capable leaders through lifelong learning and independent thought process. To this
end, we will do everything in our power to create an educational system that maximizes potential
and extends out of the textbook into real life.

Vision
To develop enlightened citizens and culture of excellence in education, to empower the youth
with a clear goal of achieving overall development for their future endeavours.
Ÿ Preparing to achieve a career and life goal.
Ÿ Research projects & Enhancement programmes
Ÿ Entrepreneurship Incubation Cell Support.
Ÿ Summer internships and placement assistance.
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From the Desk of the Principal
Our Institution believes that, the main aim of
education is to turn rocks into sculptures and
we strive for the same, not only on core studies
but also on providing opportunity to each
student to explore his or her own capabilities
and their area of interest in curricular, cocurricular or extra-curricular activities.
Empowerment of students for their all-round
development through education is our goal.
Today education means much more than
merely acquiring knowledge. It is the
acquisition of knowledge and skills, building
character and improving the work-skill ability
of our young talented, the future leaders. In
the current pandemic situation, the institution
started with online teaching and activities to
enhance the skills of the students while they
are home. The Institution has left no stone
unturned to acquire the aim it has looked up to.
Measures initiated by the Management, steps
taken by the college administration, the
willing contribution of teaching and nonteaching staff along with the overwhelming
response and enthusiastic participation of my
dear students in the college activities in the
recent past all vouch for this.

At LUJC we believe that, ‘Education’ is a
wholesome, holistic exercise and as such we
strive to give a whole new meaning to the
word. We as one family believe ourselves to
be the "caregivers".
I, on behalf of Lords Universal Junior college
of Commerce and Science family, welcome
all the students and wish you all the best for
achieving great success and reaching new
heights in the coming years.

Principal
Mrs. Shafali Chadha
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Before You Move Ahead
You are indeed fortunate to ﬁnd an
opportunity to get an education at Lords
Universal Junior College of Commerce and
Science. The college has the privilege of
having healthy, harmonious ambience and
rich values which have played a pivotal role in
shaping the future of innumerable students.
Our mission is to impart quality education and
make students excel in academic

performances.To encourage more
outstanding performances, the college
management provides scholarships to
excelling students. The college website
exempliﬁes the yearly voyage of students in
different activities.
Universal's acclaimed education system is an
integrated, comprehensive, KG-to-PG
educational model. The below-given model
exempliﬁes the same.
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What makes Lords Universal Junior College different?
Ÿ Interactive Digitized Learning

Ÿ Ranked among India’s Top 10 private

methodology to develop enhanced
understanding among students

higher education institutions for Sports and
Co-curricular Education under the
Education world India Private Higher
Education Grand Jury award 2019-2020.

Ÿ The holistic concept of Learning.
Ÿ Student centric teaching-learning process

for comprehensive growth.
Ÿ Financial privileges for girl students,

Gujarati minorities, and students with a
sports background.
Ÿ Attractive cash prize for board toppers and

subject toppers along with scholarships for
meritorious students

Ÿ Parents and Teachers Associations to

update students’ progress at regular
intervals.
Ÿ Academic training such as The B.O.S.E.

OF COMMERCE- A Revision session for
students of SYJC, to expertise Education
and gain Knowledge through regular
workshops, moderator lectures, and handson study material.
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Building A Strong Student
Community
“Taking the time to build community, to get to
know your people will have long-lasting
beneﬁts”
Lords Universal Junior College of Commerce
and Science spends a lot of time and energy on
building and maintaining the student's
community. Belonging is a basic
psychological need. We all need to feel
physically and emotionally safe, we need to
have close, supportive relationships and we
need to feel that we are connected.
Community building requires, that faculty
engage with students in intentional,
meaningful ways with the goal of increasing
positive interactions.

Reducing the feeling of isolation:A big part
of forming a student's community comes from
creating a positive environment where the
students are engaged with other students in
cultural and academic activities. The overall
engagement of the child is kept into
consideration while the activities are planned.
Creating Community through motivation:
A student community is framed by providing
early positive feedback, providing support
and creating an open learning atmosphere
thereby upholding the dreams of every
student.
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Courses
Commerce & General Science (With option of Information Technology subject) & Bifocal
Courses in Computer Science and Electronics

Eligibility Criteria
Students passing Std. X examination of
Maharashtra State SSC Board or equivalent
examination with English as one of the
subjects are eligible for admissions to FYJC
classes.

Students who have opted for General
Mathematics in Std. IX & X are not eligible
for admissions to the bifocal subjects. They
are not eligible to opt for mathematics in any
of the Streams.

COMMERCE
First year of Junior College (FYJC)
1. English
2. Economics
3. Organisation of Commerce and
Management
4. Book-Keeping & Accountancy
5. Mathematics & Statistics or Secretarial
Practice
6. Hindi or I.T.
7. Health & Physical education
8. Environment Education and Water
Security

COMMERCE
Second year of Junior College (SYJC)
1. English
2. Economics
3. Organisation of Commerce and
Management
4. Book-Keeping & Accountancy
5. Hindi or I.T.
6. Mathematics & Statistics or Secretarial
Practice
7. Health & Physical education
8. Environment Education and Water
Security

(Optional subject selected are mandatory for both the years.)
SCIENCE
First year of Junior College (FYJC)
1. English
2. Physics
3. Chemistry
4. Mathematics & Statistics
5. Hindi or I.T.
6. Biology
7. Health & Physical Education
8. Environment Education and Water
Security

SCIENCE
Second year of Junior College (SYJC)
1. English
2. Physics
3. Chemistry
4. Mathematics & Statistics
5. Hindi or I.T.
6. Biology
7. Health & Physical Education
8. Environment Education and Water
Security
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(Optional subject selected are mandatory for both the years.)
BIFOCAL COURSES – COMPUTER
SCIENCE/ELECTRONICS
First year of Junior College (FYJC)
1. English
2. Physics
3. Chemistry
4. Mathematics & Statistics
5. Computer Science-I OR Electronics –I
6. Computer Science –II OR Electronics –II
7. Health & Physical Education
8. Environment Education and Water
Security

BIFOCAL COURSES – COMPUTER
SCIENCE/ELECTRONICS
Second year of Junior College (SYJC)
1. English
2. Physics
3. Chemistry
4. Mathematics & Statistics
5. Computer Science-I OR Electronics –I
6. Computer Science-II OR Electronics –II
7. Health & Physical Education
8. Environment Education and Water
Security

(Optional subject selected are mandatory for both the years.)

The purpose of education is to make good
human beings with skill and expertise...
Enlightened human beings can be created by
teachers.
- A.P.J. Abdul Kalam
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Scholarship for Students*
Scholarships are the instruments of encouragement towards education. The college
provides this beneﬁt to students in order to motivate and excel in their studies.

Scholarships For Students
Ÿ Free-ship for students who have lost either of their parents or both parents due to Covid-19.
Ÿ Free-ship students belonging to Gujarati Linguistic Minority.
Ÿ Covid Scholarship for all FYJC students.
Ÿ Scholarships for Meritorious Students.

*Conditions apply

SCHOLARSHIP FOR EXCELLENCE IN ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE AT THE
H.S.C. EXAMINATION CONDUCTED BY MAHARASHTRA BOARD
Ÿ Cash Prize of Rs. 25000 to Rs. 75000 obtaining highest Rank/ Grade in the examination of

University / Board.
Ÿ Cash Prize of Rs. 10000 to Rs. 25000 obtaining highest marks in head/course (i.e. subject)

in the examination of University/Board.

Preference in admission to Gujarati Linguistic Minority Students ScholarshipsGirls students:15% Gujarati students:25%

Lords Universal Junior College of
Commerce & Science

15% Scholarship
for Girl Students

Lords Universal Junior College of
Commerce & Science

25% Scholarship
for Gujarati Students
Document require to avail the Scholarship:
Le er from respec ve samaj head on samaj le erhead with
a men on that the students belong to Gujara Community
OR
Any one of the parents’ Leaving Cer ﬁcate which men ons
about their studying in Gujara Medium School
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SCHOLARSHIP FOR EXCELLENCE IN SPORTS*
1. 100% Concession/Freeship to students
for winning International Championship/
Medal, particiaption in International
Sports Event or wining a National
Medal.

4. 30% Concesion in fees for winning
District Level Competitions.
5. 20% Concession in fees for winning
Zonal Level Competitions/Participation
in District Level.

2. 75% concession in fees for participation
in National Level or for winning medal
at state / Inter- university competitions
3. 50% concession in fees for participation
in State level/ Inter University
Competitions.
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Infrastructure

I.T Lab.
It is an evolving technology, which is very
well catered in our institution. Well-equipped
lab with new technology and upgraded
software to connect to the fast moving life.
We ensure that our students get the best of
knowledge and keep no stone unturned in
providing them holistic education.
Students perform enriching experiments and
gain knowledge about technology and solve
the problem in the lab. Also, get an abundance
of computer knowledge helpful for the future.
Science Lab
Science lab is a workplace for the conduct of
scientiﬁc research. Our labs help the students
to remember the concepts better and transfer
the experience to other learning situations.

Air-conditioned Classroom
The classrooms are centrally air-conditioned
to help students study in a comfortable
atmosphere. And acquire qualitative
education.
Audio Visual classrooms
Our college promotes collaborative learning
with the help of audio-visual classrooms and
keeps students stimulated & curious about
topics.
With the growth of new technology, our
classroom keeps up the levels with smart
classroom and forward education. The
technology not only helps the students to gain
better knowledge but also makes learning
easy.

Our science lab consists of clean and
maintained Burettes, tongs, tweezers, forceps,
test tubes, conical ﬂasks, laboratory balance,
variety of specimens, slides, microscopes,
many chemicals useful for experiments.
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3. Updated books with current affairs and the
new portion to enhance the intellectual
capacity of Students
4. Students are also guided for e-books and
gadgets used to store books.

Library
Library is a place where the students get
curated knowledge through books. Keeping
this into focus, our library is well acquainted
with books of different genres, periodicals
and journals. The library also provides with
solved paper by teachers and previous years
question paper. Our dedicated library staff
ensured to provide students with full access to
the resource to meet their needs.
Objectives of the Library:
1. To acquire, update, maintain and provide a
qualitative and quantitative collection of
books, to support the academic programme
and educational objectives of the college.
2. To inculcate reading habits among students
and to encourage, collaborative efforts
among library staff and utilization of
library resources.

5. The library equips students with lifelong
learning skills and develops the
imagination, as library play a key role in
supporting and developing literacy and
enjoyment of reading.
Cafeteria
Our cafeteria will take you to a zen-like mode,
with delicious and healthy delicacy. Hot and
cold beverages are served here with a variety
of Indian and international snacks along with
meal and refreshment service, keeping
hygiene as a key factor.
E-Notice Board
The Digital Notice Board at our premises is an
exciting innovative way to give information to
staff, visitors, parents, and students. The
versatility of the Digital Notice Board
platform allows using PowerPoint
Presentations that display chapter wise
objectives, glossaries, educational clipart,
illustration, etc.
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Admission
Admission Procedure
Ÿ Admission to the FYJC will be as per the

online system introduced by the
Government of Maharashtra / Dy. Director
of Education, Greater Mumbai. Hence
students are expected to visit the site.
http://mumbai.11thadmission.net and
apply online.
Ÿ The schedule of admissions is updated on

regular basis on the college websites after
SSC results. Students who are offered
admissions require to ﬁll out the college
admission form on the day the merit list is
announced by the centralized online
process.
Documents Necessary for FYJC Online
Admissions:
Ÿ Original School Leaving Certiﬁcate
Ÿ Original Class 10 Marks Sheet
Ÿ Online FYJC admission form

Rules for Admission
Ÿ Student passing Std X examination of

M.S.B.S.H.S.E or an equivalent Examination with English as one of the subjects are
eligible for admissions to FYJC Classes.
Ÿ As per the circular of the Maharashtra State

Secondary and Higher Secondary
Education Board Pune, Students who have
opted for General Mathematics in Std. IX

and Std. X, are not eligible for admissions
to the bifocal subjects. They are not eligible
to opt for Mathematics in any of the
streams.
Promotion of FYJC students to SYJC
Students of FYJC (Commerce and Science)
will not be promoted to SYJC unless they
fulﬁl the following conditions:
1. 75% of attendance in lectures, practicals
and tutorials in each term is mandatory. If
they do not fulﬁl this requirement, they will
not be allowed to appear in the XI ﬁnal
exam.
2. Get their journals (in whichever subject
practicals are held) certiﬁed by the
concerned teacher.
3. FYJC students have to clear all four
examinations during the year i.e 2 Unit
Exams, 1 Term & a Final Exam.
4. Admissions to Std. XII for outside students
are held in the ﬁrst week of May, subject to
availability of seats in the respective
courses.
College timings:
Commerce College is conducted in two shifts:
First shift: 1.10 pm – 6.00 pm
Second Shift : 3.30 pm to 7.00 pm
Science College timings: 01.10 pm to 6.00 pm
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ELIGIBILITY
(For candidates coming from I.C.S.E.,
C.B.S.E., Other Boards / States and Foreign
Boards):

BOARDS are additionally required to
submit the following:

On admission being offered to the candidate
in the FYJC (Std. XI) or SYJC (Std. XII
class), he/she is required to submit the
following:

a. Original and an attested photocopy of
School Leaving Certiﬁcate counter signed
by the respective Educational Inspector /
Education Ofﬁcer before securing
admission to FYJC.

1. A duly ﬁlled Application Form for
Provisional Eligibility.
2. A photograph afﬁxed and attested.
3. An attested copy of the Mark sheet of the
last examination passed.

b. The ‘DEED OF UNDERTAKING’ on
stamped paper of Rs.100 signed by the
candidate and parent/guardian. (The draft
copy is available with the Application
Form).

4. An attested copy of Passing Certiﬁcate of
last examination passed.
5. Original Migration Certiﬁcate.
6. Students passing ICSE / CBSE / OTHER

An investment in knowledge pays
the best interest.
- Benjamin Franklin
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Fees
1.

Fees are to be paid through Online Mode/
DD/Cheque to be drawn in the name of
the college.

2.

Fees for the entire year can be paid
together at the times of admissions or
through installments.

3.

4.

At the time of admission, the ﬁrst
instalment is payable by Online
mode/DD along with post-dated cheques
for the remaining instalments of the year
if payment of fees is opted for
installments.
The fees are payable in instalments as
prescribed by the institute only on or
before the scheduled dates. The payment
of fees by instalment is intended merely
to facilitate the parents / guardians and
should not in any manner be construed as
a right. The institute reserves its right to
discontinue and/or reduce payment by
instalments at its discretion.

5.

Fees once paid are non-transferable /
non-adjustable / non-refundable under
any circumstances and are subject to the
exceptions as set out in the refund policy.

6.

Exit documents will be issued only after
full and complete settlement of
outstanding dues.

7.

Any statutory taxes, if made applicable
and/or if increased and/or for any facility
provided by the institute , shall have to be
borne and shall have to be paid by
parents / guardians from time to time.

8.

In case of any cheque towards payment of
fees being dishonoured, the institute
reserves its right to de-enrol the student at
its discretion and levy any other penalty
as it may deem ﬁt.

9.

The institute reserves its right to disallow
a student from participating in any of its
activities whose fees remain unpaid in
full or in part.

10. The institute reserves its right to not to
issue reports, certiﬁcates or recommendations to future institutions whose fees
remain unpaid in full or in part.
11. The institute reserves the right to increase
/ revise / amend the fee structure.
Refund
In case of cancellation of admission, fees paid
by students will be refunded as per the College
Policy
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Documents issued by the College
Identity Card

native place.

Identity card is one of the most important
documents of the student and will be issued
on the day of conﬁrming the admissions.
Every student should ensure to wear the
identity card on person whenever and
whenever they are present in the college
premises. The identity card must be carefully
preserved and taken good care of. Students
are required to present the identity card on
demand in the ofﬁce, in the library, at any
college event and while travelling on local
trains. The loss of identity card should be
immediately reported to the college ofﬁce in
writing with the statement of the
circumstances in which it was lost. The ofﬁce
will issue a duplicate identity card against
payment of Rs.100/-

Days and timings for issuing the railway
concession forms:

Railway Concession
Students can avail concessional fare for rail
travel by local trains between the stations
nearest to the place of their residence (i.e. as
per the address mentioned in the identity card)
in Mumbai and the college (Goregaon
Station). Students are requested to enter their
local and permanent addresses correctly in the
admission forms to facilitate the issue of
railway concession orders. The permanent
address will not be allowed to be changed
during the academic year.
Student can also avail concessional fare by
rail for journey during vacation period
between their place of permanent address and

Ÿ The junior college students can avail

concession forms from information
counter between 4pm-6pm
Necessary documents to be submitted while
availing the concession:
Ÿ

Students identity card

Ÿ

Original Fee Receipt

Ÿ

Charges Rs.5/-

Transcripts
Students desirous of pursuing further studies
abroad should apply for the transcripts at the
college ofﬁce well in advance. After
veriﬁcation of marksheets, the college will
hand over the transcript in 10 to 15-days’ time.
Charges for person transcripts are Rs. 1000/for 5 sets of copies. Every additional copy will
be charged at the rate of Rs. 50 per copy.
Necessary documents required:
Ÿ Handwritten application from the student

for availing the Transcript Form.
Ÿ Transcript form provided by the college to

be ﬁlled and submitted at the information
counter.
Ÿ Attested copy of the marksheets.
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Recommendation Letter

Ÿ Photocopy of identity card.

Students who desire to pursue further studies
abroad can apply for the recommendation
letter at the ofﬁce in advance. After
veriﬁcation of the student's character and
overall performance, the college will
handover the recommendation letter in 10 -15
days’ time. Charges for a person transcripts is
Rs. 1000/- for 5 sets of copies.

No Objection Certiﬁcate

Every additional copy will be charged at the
rate of Rs. 50 per copy.
Necessary documents required:
Ÿ Handwritten application from the student

for availing the Transcript Forms.
Ÿ Attested copy of the marksheets.

Bonaﬁde Certiﬁcate
Students with genuine reason can apply for a
Bonaﬁde certiﬁcate to the college. Students
may contact the information counter to apply
for a Bonaﬁde certiﬁcate. Charge for issuing
the Bonaﬁde certiﬁcate is Rs. 50/-. Students
can collect the certiﬁcate into working days
from the information counter.

Students with the need of NOC in case of
change of board, university, or is applying for
a passport can apply at the ofﬁce. The
certiﬁcate will be provided within 10-15 days
at the information counter.
Necessary documents required:
Ÿ Handwritten application from the student.
Ÿ Photocopy of leaving certiﬁcate.
Ÿ Attested copy of the marksheets.
Ÿ Photocopy of identity card.

Leaving Certiﬁcate
Leaving certiﬁcate is provided to the students
after 12th along with their mark sheets. If a
student wants leaving certiﬁcate after 11th
he/she needs to apply for the same at the
ofﬁce.
Necessary documents required:
Ÿ Handwritten application from the students.

Necessary documents required:

Ÿ Attested copy of the mark sheets.

Ÿ Handwritten application from the student.

Ÿ Photocopy of identity card.

Ÿ Photocopy of leaving certiﬁcate.
Ÿ Attested copy of the marksheets.
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Examination & Assessment
Introduction
Ÿ Students of FYJC (COMMERCE &

SCIENCE) have to appear for four exams
in an academic year.
Ÿ Every student is expected to secure a

minimum of passing marks in every subject
to pass the academic year.
Ÿ The ﬁnal result of the XI standard exams is

based on the average marks secured in all
the four exams.

The below-given table depicts the FYJC marking scheme for SCIENCE stream
Sr. No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Subjects

Physics
Chemistry
Biology
Maths
IT
CS/ELE
Hindi/English

First unit test
Max Marks
Theory
25
25
25
25
25
25 Each
25

First term
Max Marks
Theory
50
50
50
50
50
50 Each
50

Second unit test
Max Marks
Theory
25
25
25
25
25
25 Each
25

Final
Max Marks
Theory
70
70
70
80
80
50 Each
80

Pro/Pra/Ora
30
30
30
20
20
50 Each
20

The below-given table depicts the FYJC marking scheme for COMMERCE stream
Sr.
No.
1
2
3
4
5

Subjects

OC, SP, BK, A/C
English, Hindi
Maths
IT
Eco

First unit test
Max Marks
Theory
25
25
25
25
25

First term
Max Marks
Theory
50
50
50
50
50

Second unit test
Max Marks
Theory
25
25
25
25
25

Final
Max Marks
Theory
80
80
80
80
80

Pro/Prac/Ora/Abt

20
20
20
20
20

Environmental Education
Unit

Marks given by
Internal examiner

Marks given by
External Examiner

Total
Marks

Project Work

20

10

30

Seminar/Journal Work

10

10

20

Total Marks

30

20

50
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Physical Education
Ÿ 25 Marks Practical exam in each term
Ÿ 25 Marks written exam will be conducted

during the second unit test.
Ÿ The average marks obtained by the

student will be converted into grades and
displayed on the ﬁnal mark sheet issued
to the student for the academic year.
XII Std. Examination
Exams are a way to test our knowledge. The
same value of testing knowledge and
moulding students towards better results, the
junior college conducts three test series and a
Preliminary Examination in the ﬁrst week of
January. Apart from this regular exam
schedule, students are provided with subject
wise objectives problem sheets in order to
have a better understanding and learning
amongst the students. This allows them to
revise the concepts covered according to the
syllabus prescribed by M.S.B.S.H.S.E board.
Rigorous revisions, test series, workshops
and question paper solving sessions help
students a lot in making their foundation
strong.

Investigation of malpractices during
examination
1. It has been noticed that malpractices such as
carrying books, handwritten materials,
guides bringing written answer books from
outside, taking answer-book out the
Examination Centre, making other persons
appear in place of the authorized candidate
are increasing in number. Maharashtra
government has passed an Act XXXI/1982
to counter-Act such actions.
2. Material used for malpractices and answer
books of the student caught indulging in
malpractice during the examination should
be conﬁscated and their statement and
signature should be taken on it. After taking
the ﬁrst answer book and illegal material of
the student into custody, the student should
be given another answer book to write.
3. The second answer book should be marked
as ‘Dummy’ in red ink and the candidate
should be allowed to write the paper in the
scheduled examination time. If he/she tries
to copy again, he/she should be spent out of
the Examination Hall and should not be
allowed to appear for that paper again.
4. Student’s ﬁrst and second answer book,
illegal material along with required
signatures, and statements/ remarks of
Supervisor & Chief Conductor should be
sent to Unfair Exam Committee
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Rules and Code of Conduct of the College
parents personally. On resuming the
college, the student should report to the
Principal along with the ﬁtness
certiﬁcate.

Attendance for Learners
Every student is required to maintain a
minimum of 75% attendance separately for
lectures, tutorials and/or practical conducted
for each semester / term, failing which the
terms will not be granted, and the student
cannot appear for the term end and/or annual
examination conducted by the college on
behalf of the University / Board or by the
University or by the Maharashtra Board.
On-campus Conduct
1. Every student must obtain on admission,
the identity card which must have
his/her photograph attested and wears
the identity card on a person whenever
he/she is on the college premises and
present it for inspection on demand.
2.

3.

4.

If the academic performance of the
student is not satisfactory, the student is
likely to be detained and will not be
allowed to appear for the examinations
conducted by the college on behalf of the
University/Board or by the University of
Mumbai or Maharashtra Board.
Students must be present in the college
premises on time, late comers will not be
tolerated. Students must not loiter in the
college premises while the classes are
going on.
In case of absence on account of illness,
the Principal should be informed by the

5.

Students must not attend classes other
than their own, without the permission of
the Principal.

6.

Smoking and consumption of alcohol in
the college premises or entering the
college premises, after consuming
alcoholic drinks is strictly prohibited.

7.

Students shall do nothing either inside or
outside the college that will in any way
interfere with its orderly conduct and
discipline.

8.

No Society or Association shall be
formed in the college and no person will
be invited to address a meeting without
the Principal's prior permission.

9.

No student shall collect any money or
contribution for picnic, trip, educational
visit to some place, get-together, studynotes, charity or any other activity
without prior sanction of the Principal.

10. No student will be allowed to take active
part in current politics.
11. No student shall communicate any
information or write about matters
dealing with the college administration
to the Press.
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12. Students are expected to take proper care
of college property and help the college
authorities in keeping the premises
clean. Damaging college property, e.g.
disﬁguring walls, doors, ﬁttings or
breaking furniture, misuse of ﬁttings, or
breaking furniture, misuse of A.C. etc., is
breach of discipline, and the guilty will
be duly punished.
13. Students should not leave their books,
valuables and other belongings in the
classroom.
14. The college is not responsible for loss of
property. However, Student may make a
claim for lost property at the ofﬁce, if it is
deposited in the college ofﬁce.

governed by the rules and regulations of
the college.
18. Insubordination and unbecoming
language or misconduct on the part of a
student are sufﬁcient reasons for his/her
suspension or dismissal.
19. Students receiving Government or
college Scholarships or any remission in
fees, must note that the grant and
continuance thereof are subject to good
behaviour, regular attendance and
satisfactory progress and good results at
the college and Board Examinations.
20. All college activities are organized under
the guidance and supervision of the
Principal and Teacher in-charge.

15. Students applying for certiﬁcates,
testimonials, etc. which require the
Principal's signature on any kind of
document or application should ﬁrst
contact the college ofﬁce. Students
should not bring any paper directly to the
Principal for his/her signature.

21. Students must not associate themselves
with any activity unauthorized by the
college Principal. Stringent action will be
taken against students found organizing
or participating in such unauthorized
activities.

16. If, in the opinion of the Principal, for any
reason, the continuance of a student in
the college is detrimental to the best
interest of the college, the Principal may
ask such a student to leave the college
without assigning reason for his/her
decision.

22. S t u d e n t s u s i n g u n f a i r m e a n s a t
examinations will not be readmitted to
the college. Actions will be initiated
against such students as per the norms
and procedure prescribed by the
University of Mumbai or by the
Maharashtra Board.

17. Students joining the college shall be
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23. It is the responsibility of the students to
read the notice boards regularly for
important announcements made by the
college ofﬁce from time to time. They
will not be excused or given any
concession on grounds of ignorance or
not reading notices.
24. Use of mobile phones and handheld
devices are not allowed on campus. If a
student is found using the same, then his
mobile phone shall be conﬁscated and
shall be returned only at the end of the
academic year, i.e. 30th April of the
academic year.
25. The matters not covered by the existing
rules will rest at the absolute discretion
of the Principal.
Dress Code
At Lords Universal College, we believe in
ensuring that the sanctity of educational
institution is maintained and leave the
concept of dress code to the able and
thoughtful sense of the students who are well
aware of the fact that the students are entering
an educational institution.

Unfair Means Committee
To ensure honesty and fairness during the
examination and avoid any malpractice
during examination Unfair Means Inquiry
Committee established in college is
authorized to take disciplinary action against
a student for misconduct during the
examination conducted by the college. They
can decide the quantum of punishment after
reviewing the nature of malpractices at
theory, practical / project report examination
based on the norms prescribed by the
Maharashtra State Board of Secondary and
Higher Secondary Education.
Anti-ragging Cell
Lords Universal College has zero tolerance
policy towards ragging. The college conforms
with all the guidelines related on anti-ragging
and prevention of ragging issued by the UGC,
University of Mumbai and Government of
Maharashtra. The college has constituted an
Anti-Ragging Committee and members of the
Students’ Council also function as AntiRagging Squad of the college.
What Constitutes Ragging?
Ragging constitutes one or more of any of the
following acts:
i.

Any conduct by any student or students
whether by words spoken or written or by
an act which has the effect of teasing,
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treating or handling with rudeness a fresher
or any other student.
ii.

Indulging in rowdy or undisciplined
activities by any student or students
which causes or is likely to cause
annoyance, hardship, physical or
psychological harm or to raise fear or
apprehension thereof in any fresher or
any other student.

iii. Asking any student to do any act which
such student will not in the ordinary
course do and which has the effect of
causing or generating a sense of shame,
or torment or embarrassment so as to
adversely affect the physique or psyche
of such fresher or any other student.
iv. Any act by a senior student that prevents,
disrupts or disturbs the regular academic
activity of any other student or a fresher.
v.

Exploiting the services of a fresher or
any other student for completing the
academic tasks assigned to an individual
or a group of students.

vi. Any act of ﬁnancial extortion or forceful
expenditure burden put on a fresher or
any other student by students.
vii. Any act of physical abuse including all
variants of it: sexual abuse, homosexual
assaults, stripping, forcing obscene and
lewd acts, gestures, causing bodily harm

or any other danger to health or person.
viii. Any act or abuse by spoken words,
emails, post, public insults which
would also include deriving perverted
pleasure, vicarious or sadistic thrill from
actively or passively participating in the
discomﬁture to fresher or any other
student.
ix. Any act that affects the mental health and
self-conﬁdence of a fresher or any other
student with or without an intent to derive
a sadistic pleasure or showing off power,
authority or superiority by a student over
any fresher or any other student.
x.

Any act of physical or mental abuse
(including bullying and exclusion)
targeted at another student (fresher or
otherwise) on the ground of colour,
race, religion, caste, ethnicity, gender
(including transgender), sexual
orientation, appearance, nationality,
regional origins, linguistic identity, place
of birth, place of residence or economic
background.

Measures for prohibition of ragging
College has functional Anti-Ragging
Committee comprising of teachers and
students.
Ÿ Members of Students’ Council act as

members of Anti-Ragging Squads and
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Ÿ keep vigilance in the college premises

and report to the committee any matter
of ragging which comes or is brought to
their notice.
Ÿ Details of the members of the Anti-

Ragging Committee are displayed on the
college notice board, college website and
college premises.

Administrative action in the event of
ragging
The institution shall punish a student found
guilty of ragging after following the
procedure and the manner prescribed herein
under:
1. Suspension from attending classes and
academic privileges.

Ÿ College premises are under CCTV

Surveillance.

2. W i t h h o l d i n g / w i t h d r a w i n g
scholarship/fellowship and other beneﬁts.

Ÿ Orientation of the students and sensitizing

the senior students towards the newcomers
by the Principal and the senior staff during
the orientation program.
Ÿ The institutions shall take action in

accordance with these Regulations against
those found guilty of ragging and/or
abetting ragging, actively or passively, or
being part of a conspiracy to promote
ragging.

3. D e b a r r i n g f r o m a p p e a r i n g i n a n y
test/examination or other evaluation process.
4. Withholding results.
5. Debarring from representing the institution
in any regional or national tournament, youth
festival etc.
6. Suspension/expulsion from the hostel.
7. Cancellation of admission.

Ÿ The application for admission, enrolment

or registration must be accompanied by
an Anti-Ragging afﬁdavit signed by a
student in a prescribed format and
another Anti Ragging Afﬁdavit signed by
a Parent/Guardian.

8. Rustication from the institution for period
raging from one to four semesters.
9. Expulsion from the institution and
consequent debarring from admission to any
other institution for a speciﬁc period.

(Both these Afﬁdavits can be downloaded
from www.antiragging.in or
www.amanmovement.org)
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Embrace Online Leaning Platform

b) Digital Classroom with E-material

“Change is the end result of all true learning”

Students prefer engaging, visually
stimulating, interractive educational
materials. The use of digital classrooms in
practical subjects leads to deep and effective
learning among students.

Online Leaning Environment
We believe in creating an online leaning
environment for students during the
pandemic. A platform that involves students
and helps in exploring the subject in the
simplest form. An effective and interactive
leaning session that enables the student to
understand the content.

c) Objective Handbook and Glossary

a) Online instructional Methods
Education had become challenging, during
the current phase to help students study in a
safe environment, online instruction methods
were introduced during the pandemic which
helped students gain knowledge even when
they were indoors

Success is achieved with small steps and to
help students in their steps we have introduced
a simple learning technic Objective book and
glossary that helps students grow from simple
to difﬁcult. The objective book is an
amalgamation of Objectives and the glossary
is a book of terms that helps students grasp the
difﬁcult words.
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Virtual enrichment Activities
“Teaching is more than imparting knowledge,
it is inspiring change. Leaning is more than
observing facts, it is acquiring understanding”

Motivational Day
Life is beautiful, and self-motivation makes it
worth it. To make the students appreciate life
and live to its fullest motivation day is
celebrated.

Yoga Day
"Yoga is the journey of the self, through the
self, to the self."
The students and teacher practiced yoga along
with the trainer which helped them enlighten
and attain peace. The session was a great
mental relief for students.
World Environment Day
' Blooming Environment' a ppt presentation
by students on World Environment Day
created awareness among them to protect and
safeguard our earth.
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Navratri
Navratri is one of the most important festivals
and an age-old tradition of Garba, which is
celebrated with great enthusiasm each year.
To encourage students in celebrating this
navras festival different traditional
competitions and Garba is held.

Christmas
Christmas, the season of happiness is
celebrated every year with great zeal in Lords
Universal Junior College. The coming year is
itself a light to many positive things and one
such positivity was portrayed by our students
in the Christmas carnival.

Hindi Diwas

Science Week

Hindi Diwas is celebrated every year on 14th
September marking the declaration of Hindi
language as an ofﬁcial language. Hindi Diwas
was celebrated with great enthusiasm like
every year virtually.

"The essence of science is independent
thinking, hard work, and not equipment." CV
Raman
Science gives reasons for our reactions,
science is present in each action. To celebrate
the virtue of science, LUJC started with a
"Science Week" for the students.
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F.Y.J.C. Students PPT Presentation
"It's not that we use Techonlogy, We live
Technology

The 'Tech-Nest' club had organized an
Electronics event for the students of FYJC.
The event focused on the 'growth' of
electronics and its 'positive impact' on society.

PPT Presentation by Electronics Student
The 'Tech-Nest Activity' was conducted
virtually for FYJC Computer Science. The
students for FYJC presented PPTs on various
topics. A mixture of technology and
knowledge was showcased by students. The
event ended with a takeaway of knowledge
and understanding.

International Women's Day
"Where there is a women, there is magic"
On the eve of Women's Day, LUJC had
organized a session for students of FYJC
which was conducted by Psychologist Ms.
Meenakshi Thakker. The session's main focus
was to bring awarness about women's
empowerment and the different roles
portrayed by women in everyday life.

PPT Presentation by C.S. Students
Session on importance of Mental Health
"There's a basic principle about computer
electronics: it gets more powerful all the time
and it gets cheaper all the time.-Trip Hawkins"

"The only journey is the journey within."
Rainer Maria Rilke
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The only solution to the current situation is a
peaceful and healthy mind. A step towards the
same was initiated by LUJC by organizing a
seminar on Mental Health in this Pandemic.
The session dealth with education students on
the importance of mental health during this
crucial period and the self-balance that should
be created through different ways such as
eating habits, excercise, sleep, screen time etc.

Marathi Bhasha Diwas
First year junior college students participated
enthusiastically on this day in various
competitions such as poetry reading, singing
competition, speech competition, dance and
movies, documentary presentations. Every
student's presentation showcased their love
and pride for Marathi language.

Independence Day Celebration
Freedom in the mind, strength in the words,
pureness in our blood, pride in our souls, zeal
in our hearts, Let's salute our India.
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Academic Enhancement for Students
“Good teacher know how to bring out
the best in students”

Online Assessment

Online Moderator's Lecture

"We don't grow when something is easy. We
grow when something is challenging."

Moderator's lecture for every subject is
conducted for students to attain better
academic performance. Every chapter is
discussed throughly by the experts.

Ÿ Online Test Series was conducted for

SYJC students. Students were kept intact
with the portion at regular intervals for
gaining academic excellence in every
subject.
Ÿ Various interactive presentation &

assessment tools were used to actively
engage students in individual and social
leaning during online lectures.

Subject Expert also provides different
techniques and points out the mistakes which
can be avoided. Marking scheme, time
management & presentation is discussed
during the lecture.

Ÿ Effective use of google classroom for

submitting assignments.
Ÿ Google Forms was generated for

conducting examinations for FYJC
students.
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Orientation on use on G-Meet, Google
Classroom and Netiquetts
An orienatation on Use on G-Meet, Google
Classroom and Netiquetts of online leaning
was held for the students of FYJC by the
teachers.
The orientation was carried out to educate
children on the basics of joining the EClassroom.
The orientation ended with a video on joining
an E-Classroom and doubt solving session

Personality Enhancement Program
“Personality begins where the comparison
ends."
Junior college is one of the building years of a
students future, to nurture them in being great
assets to the world is our aim, considering that
LUJC had organised a personality
development and English enhancement
program which was conducted by Ashwini
ma'am and Neeraj sir. This session focused on
the growth and development of students
concerning their personalities.

Parents and students were also briefed about
the online lectures and their procedures. They
were also informed about the workshop which
will be conducted for understanding G-Meet,
Google Classroom and the schedule for the
same which will be shared through message
and mail.
Online Revision Lecture
Revision lectures are conducted for every
subject. The entire portion is covered during
the lecture. A separate session for clearing the
doubts. Different strategies for enhancing
academic performance are discussed.
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Enrichment Activities

“Culture is the art elevate to a set of beliefs”

Ÿ Vaccination Camp

Ÿ Felicitation Program

A vaccination camp for the students of age
group 15-17 was organised by LUJC with the
coordination of BMC hospital, Topiwala. 305
students were vaccinated with the ﬁrst dose of
Covaxin free of cost. It was a great success
and the students proﬁted from the free camp.

" An investment in knowledge always pays
the best interest"
A well-established student is a result of
teachers persistence, to encourage the
teachers and faculty members to gain
achievement and upgrade themselves the
management held a felicitation program for
the Faculty members who had upgraded
themselves to various degrees or PhDs. It was
an initiative of sheer encouragement.

YOGA DAY - “yoga is a dance between
control and surrender”
Celebrating yoga day helps students, keeping
in mind the crucial year. They are going
through and are guided to focus on dietary
habits and calm mind by meditation.

• Library day –“Library is a window of
learning”
A library visit wherein students were
engrossed in going through the bundles of
knowledge. In order to inculcate reading and
writing skills amongst students, all FYJC
students were taken for the books displayed in
the college library, where they were guided to
differentiate between each authors writing
style. Students were also guided for E-books
and gadgets used to store books.
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Ÿ Economics Club

Ÿ Commerce Club

It was an initiative taken by Lords Universal
Junior college to create interest and liking for
the subject. Power point presentation on
various topics in Economics and cultivating a
habit of reading newspaper has helped in
enhancing the knowledge of various topics in
economics.

Commerce club was formed to provide
students with learning experience beyond the
classroom. The club motivated the students to
come up with innovative ideas to enhance
their subject knowledge. The aim was
learning by doing.

• Financial Education-“All ﬁnances is a
matter of belief”
Financial literacy is the possession of the set
of skills and knowledge that allows an
individual to make informed and effective
decisions with all of their ﬁnancial resources.
Seminar was conducted, to spread basic
ﬁnancial awareness among students.

Ÿ GST

Creating a ﬂexible learning environment was
the motive that gave a room for presenting the
knowledge of GST through preparing
creative charts. Students presented their ideas
in groups. There was an exchange of
knowledge.

Ÿ Bonus Share -The ways of collecting

capital.
Students were motivated to present their ideas
in front of the class through power point
presentation. The topics were explained by
the students to spread basic awareness of
Bonus share.
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Ÿ Consumer Awareness

Consumer awareness is an act of making sure
the buyer or consumer is aware of the
information about products, goods, services,
and consumers rights .Keeping in mind
consumer awareness, seminar was conducted
to make the students aware of
malpractices where SYJC students presented
skit on consumer awareness.

Ÿ Republic Day/Independence Day-

Republic day and Independence day are
celebrated with great patriotism in the
college premises every year. Students
performances create a patriotic atmosphere
during the day.

• Super 30
Lords Universal Junior college had organized
a Trip to watch Super 30 movie. This initiative
was taken to motivate students as well as
teachers in their journey of teaching and
learning.

Ÿ Garba Day

Garba Day is celebrated during Navratri,
where students participate enthusiastically
wearing traditional attires enjoying Garba
night.

Career Orientation – “Work to become not
to acquire”
Career Orientation is a career development
instructional guidance program which is
conducted by the Junior college, designed to
prepare students to have a greater
understanding of educational and career
opportunities and options and to assist them in
making meaningful and informed career
choices.
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• Self defense awareness programme

• Civil Services Guidance.

It was conducted in the campus of Lords
Universal Junior college presided by National
and State level Judo and Wrestling Players
guided all the girls students about

Information about civil services exams were
given along with t proper guidelines, wherein
students participated enthusiastically
and gained knowledge.

different self-defense techniques. It was a
wonderful event which enlightened all the
students.

• Career Counseling
Career counseling workshop was conducted
by the teachers of LUJC in different schools in
Mumbai for the 10th standard students. The
workshop helped in bringing awareness
about various careers and courses for both
commerce and science.
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• Drug Addiction Awareness.

• Tree Plantation

Drug addiction is a complex neurobiological
disease that requires integrated treatment of
the mind, body, and spirit. A Seminar was
conducted by the junior college teachers to
sensitize students of ill-effects of drug abuse.

Programme like tree plantation, can bring the
sense of responsibility towards our mother
earth. A seminar was conducted where facts
regarding tree plantation was shared with the
students by planting the tree sapling.

• TechNest
It was conducted and hosted by CS and IT
department. The event was about C++ and
HTML language in which code with errors
was given to students. A large number of
students Participated in the event with great
enthusiasm.

(Tree Plantation)
• Quiz Competition
Interesting quiz competitions on different
subjects were conducted for the junior college
students that led them to think analytically
and solve the various problems.
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• English Club
Learning English is important for
socializing and entertainment as well
as work! The English club of Lords Universal
College had organized various events and
competitions for the students such as
educational movie screening, spell bee,
newspaper reading, visit to the library,
elocutions, debates and essay writing

BOSE Workshop was conducted for SYJC
Commerce students, which refers
Bookkeeping, Organization of commerce,
Secretarial practice, and Economics, using
gestures and body language, students were
guided and easy techniques of memorizing
the concepts and strategies of the various
subjects. It was an interactive session.

Subject Expert Lectures: “It is said that
knowledge builds on knowledge”
We emphasise on making our students
academically brilliant so, expert lectures are
being conducted for better learning, guiding
students on matters relevant to their subjects.

Effective Communication
Effective communication is a key
interpersonal skill and learning how we can
improve our communication has many
beneﬁts. Workshops are conducted in the
college which focuses on the usage of soft
skills in business communication.
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Teacher Training
Staying updated is a key to progress and we
take a regular initiative in it. Our sister
concern college Lords Universal College of
Education conducts regular workshops for
updating the educators. Workshops on the
application of Bloom's Taxonomy in the
teaching-learning process, use of probing
questions, and interactive lesson planning are
a few examples of the extensive ongoing
training which is conducted each year.

Sports Day
Taking part in sports is important for children
as it reduces stress and enhances their mood.
It builds healthy bones and muscles, increases
ﬁtness, improves sleep, helps them socialize,
improves their cooperation skills, boosts selfconﬁdence.Our junior students keep
participating in sports, throughout the year

(JUDO Demonstration)

(Long Jump)

(Shot put)
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College Fests (Pre Covid)
Soul of Universal
“Whatever gets you moving and out of
your head is good for you.”

In a bid to promote talent of the students and
celebrate the zeal of the youth the annual Inter
college Fest -SOUL OF UNIVERSAL is
organized every year. The event is a synergy
of the youth creativity and talent quotient.
The Annual Intercollegiate Cultural Fest –
“SOUL OF UNIVERSAL” is organized
every year.

CULTURAL EVENTS
“Success doesn't necessarily come from
breakthrough innovation but from ﬂawless
execution”.
Intra Class Events
Events like Mehendi competition, Rangoli
competition, Face-painting, T- Shirt Painting,
Cooking without Gas are some events where
students showcase their talent and enjoy to the
fullest.
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(Face Painting and Mehendi Competition)

Traditional Day
Traditional day is celebrated in the
college during the fest where, all SYJC and
FYJC students dress up in traditional attires.

Hindi Divas
“Hindi Divas’’ is celebrated on 14th of
September every year, where students get
opportunity to showcase their talent.
Events like storytelling , Debate, Essay
writing competition were conducted.

(Hindi Divas)

A play was performed on “HINDI KA
UJWAL BHAVISHYA” by the girls of SYJC
where they focused on importance of Hindi
language.
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College Achievements (Pre Covid)
College Achievements (2019-20)

Intercollegiate Winnings.

A glimpse of some golden achievements that
we had before Covid and insight into the
future achievements we wish to celebrate.

Our junior college students participate in
various Intercollegiate events across Mumbai
and bring laurels to the college.

Traditional Day
Traditional day is celebrated in the
college during the fest where, all SYJC and
FYJC students dress up in traditional attires.

(Fashion show team)
• Our FYJC students won 2nd Position in
Group dance and Carrom at St. Xavier’s
College.
• Students of FYJC and SYJC 1st prize in
Instrumental Music, 1st prize in Best out
of waste, and won 2nd prize in Poster
Making.
(Cultural Events)

(Street Play)

(Best out of waste)
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Group of FYJC Students left no stone
unturned to secure 1st position in Group
Dance at Shetty College.

(Rohit Maharav Cultural Event Winner)
• ‘JOSH’ –India level events by NAEMD,
where our FYJC students were selected as
1ST Runner up prize in Fashion Show.

(Dance Group)
• FYJC Student Rohit Mahrav won 2nd
prize in Cake Decoration at GokulDham
Junior College.
(Cultural team)
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• FYJC student Gungun Sharma
participated and was among top 5 ﬁnalist in
Ms. Academia event by NAEMD.

Media , Nerul.
• Students of FYJC achieved 1ST prize in
Fashion Show at L.S Raheja College.
• FYJC Student won 2nd prize in Best out of
waste at, L.S Raheja College.
Everyone has talent. What’s rare is the
courage to follow it to the dark places where
Student sensation Asad Shaikh of FYJC
Commerce qualiﬁed himself in the ﬁnale of
Bombay Times Fresh Face Season 12, and
brought great appreciation

(Gungun Sharma -Ms. Academia )
• FYJC Students secured 1st prize in
Fashion show in an event ‘TOON-IESTA’
held at Thakur College.
• Students of FYJC won 1st prize in carom
at Patuck Jr.College.
• Our FYJC student won 3rd prize in Long
Jump at Patuck Jr.College.
• Group of FYJC students secured 1st Prize
in fashion Show, held at ITM Institute of

(Asad Shaikh-FYJC)
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Uttam Rathod of FYJC participated at DSO
District Kick Boxing Competition 2019 and
won Bronze Medal held at Sai ground,
Kandivali East on 11th September 2019.

• ‘TARANGAN ’event by Thakur college
selected our FYJC students as the 1st rank
holders in Fashion Show.

(Uttam Rathod Bronze medal winner)

• Students of FYJC and SYJC Participated
in Elocution Competitions held at various
renowned colleges of Mumbai.
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Sports
“Taking part in sports is important for
children as it reduces stress and enhances
their mood. It builds healthy bones and
muscles, increases ﬁtness, improves sleep,
helps them socialize, improves their
cooperation skills, boosts self-conﬁdence.

Students also participated in DSO DISTRICT
WUSHU Competition and won Bronze
Medals held at THAKUR COLLEGE.

(WUSHU Team)
Ÿ Students of FYJC And SYJC participated

in DSO District Wrestling Competition
and won Gold, Silver and Bronze Medals
held At Sai Ground, Kandivali.

(Wrestling Team)
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• Our Junior College students also
participated in DSO District JUDO
Competition and won Silver and Bronze
Medals held at IB Patel BMC School
Goregaon West.

• Our students Tanvir Sayyed and Aftab
Ansari secured 2nd position and cash prize,
trophy in carrom double Competition in an
event “SITARE NATIONAL INTERCOLLEGIATE Competition organised. by St.
Xavier’s College (Autonomous), Mumbai.

(Girls JUDO Team)
• Our SYJC student Amin Khan secured 1st
place at DSO DIVISIONAL WRESTLING
Competition, held at Khopoli and got selected
for DSO state wrestling competition.

(Carom doubles- Tanvir Sayyed
& Aftab Ansari)

(Amin Khan -JUDO Player)
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LUJC Boys Team Secured 3rd position
(TEAM CHAMPIONSHIP) At InterCollegiate Cross-Country Competition
Held At Ambedkar College, Wadala

• Our College Girls Team won 2nd place at
inter collegiate CHESS Competition, which
was organized by Junior college sports
association of Mumbai.

(Cross Country Team)
• Ayaan Baig of FYJC COM Won Gold
Medal at DSO District Boxing Competition
held at Prakash College, Kandivali West and
also got selected for divisional level.

(Girls Chess Winners)
• Our College Girls Team won 2nd place at
inter collegiate CHESS Competition, which
was organized by Junior college sports
association of Mumbai.

(Carom Singles Winners)

(Ayaan Baig -Boxing Gold Medallist)
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• SYJC student got 3rd prize in Long Jump
Conducted at Patuck College at Santacruz.

(Cultural Achievers)
• Our Student Samir Khan of SYJC and
Dhadkan Singh of FYJC won Silver medal in
table Tennis Singles event held in royal
college in Mira Road.

(JUDO Team)
• Our college boys team secured second
place at DSO District Montexball Cricket held
at Hansraj School, Andheri East

(Table Tennis Boys Single
Winners-Samir Khan)
• FYJC AND SYJC students won Gold and
Silver medals in inter-Collegiate Judo
Competition Org. by Junior College Sports
Association Conducted by Tolani College Of
Commerce.

(Cricket Team)
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Student Support
Student support services are a vital part of
academic program success. These services
can help students navigate the college system
and support students’ access to and success
with academic courses. These services are
often able to help students overcome a
number of obstacles that stand in the way of
pursuing and completing stated educational
goals.
Guidance and counselling
Guidance and counselling are important for
children, and schools have a huge role in
bringing out the best in children. Good
conduct is coveted, but sometimes young
minds need guidance to polish their
personality. Through counselling, children
are given advice on how to manage and deal
with emotional conﬂict and personal
problems. It helps to shape a student's
behaviour and also instil enough discipline in
them. Proper guidance helps them achieve
their goals, well guided & counselled students
know what to do and how to do things in the
best possible way.

Committee, Discipline committee, Cultural
committee and Student Council committee.
These above mentioned committees work for
giving proper guidance and support to our
students.
Parents Teachers Meeting
Parent Teacher Meeting is conducted to focus
on the quality education of students. The main
aim of this association is to bring joint efforts
of Parents and Teachers so as to have
qualitative, progressive students which will
mould them to become better citizens.

Committees
In order to have smooth functioning of the
schedule planned for student’s progress the
junior college has following committees
which allows teaching staff to look after
students effectively.
Admission Committee, Examination
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Academic Achievements
It's rightly said, "The will to win, the desire to succeed, the urge to reach your full potential. These are
the keys that will unlock the door to personal excellence". This quote is absolutely apt for our
academic achievers who reached the peak of success through sheer hardships. The Junior College
felicitated our academic toppers and motivated them for their future.
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Success Stories (Current Students)
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Success Stories (Past Students)
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LUC Junior Teaching faculty
Academic Year : (2022-23)
Sr.No. Name of The Teaching Faculty

Designation

Qualiﬁcation

1

Mr. Rajesh Muthabathula

Co-ordinator: Commerce

M.Com.B.Ed.

2

Ms. Lata Joshi

Co-ordinator: 2nd Shift

M.A. B.Ed.

3

Mr. Shil Patel

Co-ordinator: Science

B.E. (Mechanical)

4

Ms. Athira Babu

Faculty

M.Com.B.Ed.

5

Mr. Sunder Rajan

Faculty

B.E. (Electronics)
M.Sc.B.Ed.

6

Ms. Ekta Chaturvedi

Faculty

M.A., M.Com.B.Ed.

7

Ms. Shivangi Nadkarni

Faculty

M.A., B.Ed.

8

Ms. Ashwini Pandit

Faculty

M.A.(Literature)

9

Ms. Brijal Mandaliya

Faculty

M.Com, B.Ed.

10

Ms. Tejaswini Thakur

Faculty

M.Com. B.Ed.

11

Ms. Hiral Sachala

Faculty

M.Sc (I.T.)

12

Ms. Poonam Dhuria

Faculty

M.Com. B.Ed.

13

Ms. Larisa Colaco

Faculty

M.Sc. B.Ed.

14

Ms. Asha Balasubramaniam

Faculty

M.A. (Statistics),
B.Ed.

15

Ms. Athira Balakrishna

Faculty

M.Sc., B.Ed

16

Ms. Brijal Mandaliya

Faculty

M.Com. B.Ed.

17

Ms. Shreya Surve

Faculty

M.Sc. IT.

18

Mr. Neeraj Suchak

Faculty

M.A., B.Ed.

19

Ms. Reshma Ghadigaonkar

Faculty

M.Sc., B.Ed

20

Mr. Rajkumar Gupta

Faculty

M.Com., M.P.Ed.,
M.Ed
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REACH US...

2 mins from here

Consume
Super Market
Station Rd.

Topiwala Marg

Lords Universal
Junior College
of Commerce & Science

Topiwala Marg

B.G. Marg

Station Rd.

Grampanchayat Rd

Hotel Ratna
1 min from here

S. V. Road

www.lordsuniversal.edu.in
Topiwala Marg, Off Station Road, Goregaon (W), Mumbai - 400 104.
+ 91 22 2879 1111
info.lucjr@universal.edu.in
www.facebook.com/lucgoregaon

All images, amenities, facilities and specifications given in this publication are representative/indicative only and are subject to change without prior notice.
All products, company names, brand names, trademarks and logos are the property of their respective owners.

